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Abstract—Understanding the technology landscape is crucial
for the success of the software-engineering project or organization. However, it can be difficult, even for experienced developers,
due to the proliferation of similar technologies, the complex and
often implicit dependencies among technologies, and the rapid
development in which technology landscape evolves. Developers
currently rely on online documents such as tutorials and blogs to
find out best available technologies, technology correlations, and
technology trends. Although helpful, online documents often lack
objective, consistent summary of the technology landscape. In this
paper, we present the TechLand system for assisting technology
landscape inquiries with categorical, relational and trending
knowledge of technologies that is aggregated from millions of
Stack Overflow questions mentioning the relevant technologies.
We implement the TechLand system and evaluate the usefulness
of the system against the community answers to 100 technology
questions on Stack Overflow and by field deployment and a
lab study. Our evaluation shows that the TechLand system can
assist developers in technology landscape inquiries by providing
direct, objective, and aggregated information about available
technologies, technology correlations and technology trends.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A diverse set of technologies1 is available for use by developers and that set continues growing. Developers are expected
to have a good understanding of the technology landscape in
their work. However, even for experienced developers, it can
be difficult to keep pace with the rapid progress in which
technology landscape evolves [1]. To understand the technology landscape, developers have three types of information
needs: 1) what are the best available technologies? 2) how
do technologies correlate with each other? and 3) what is the
trend of technology used by the community?
To address these information needs, developers often resort
to two information sources on the Web. First, developers often
share their understanding of the technology landscape in online
articles, such as best machine learning resources for getting
started, best PHP framework for 2015, 20 best JavaScript
charting libraries, Python’s SQLAlchemy vs other ORMs.
Second, developers can seek answers from community-curated
list of technologies (e.g., awesome PHP, Python higher level
database programming), or from the Q&A websites such as
Stack Overflow or Quora (e.g., which framework is best for
web development in PHP, free java data visualization library).
These online technology landscape documents are indexable
1 In this paper, we use the term technology to broadly refer to concepts,
programming languages, platforms, libraries/tools/frameworks, and APIs (at
class or module level) for software engineering.

by search engines, thus enabling developers to find answers
to their technology landscape inquiries.
However, online technology landscape documents share a
set of limitations and fall short to address the developers’ information needs in technology landscape inquiries. First, they
lack an objective, consistent summary of the best available
technologies. For example, for the query like “data visualization” or “data visualization tools”, Google returns many
similar online articles, such as The 14 Best Data Visualization
Tools, 8 excellent open source data visualization tools, and 30+
free tools for data visualization. These articles offer overlapping but different opinions for the “best” data visualization
tools. Developers have to determine their agreements and
discrepancies. Second, an online document usually focuses
on a specific technology, not a set of correlated technologies.
For example, to learn what ORM libraries popular PHP web
development frameworks use, one may have to aggregate
information from several articles like best PHP framework for
2015 and best available PHP ORM libraries. Such information
aggregation is opportunistic. Third, technology landscape is
in a constant state of change. However, online documents
usually provide a snapshot of the technology landscape at a
specific time. Few of them analyze the trend of technology
adoption over time. Even when they do, the analysis often
lacks objective support.
To overcome the above limitations, we propose the TechLand system that exploits the crowdsourced knowledge from
Stack Overflow, and assists technology landscape inquiries
with an informative summary of available technologies, technology correlations, and technology trend. Inspired by the
recent empirical studies on Stack Overflow [2], [1], [3],
[4], we consider question tags as technologies used by the
community, and propose association rule mining and natural
language processing methods to mine relational and categorical knowledge of technologies. Our recent study suggests that
tag usage statistics over time provides a good estimate of
the trend of developers’ interests in relevant technologies [5].
Therefore, we collect tag usage statistics over time to estimate
the trend of technologies used by the community. The mined
relational, categorical and trending knowledge of technologies
constitutes a knowledge graph of technologies. Based on this
knowledge graph, TechLand augments Google search with a
set of libraries, languages and concepts, an interactive graph
view of technology correlations, and a line chart of technology
trend that are related to the search terms (See Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Augmenting technology landscape inquiries with four pieces of information that are related to the search terms: 1) the definition of the technology
given by Stack Overflow, 2) the trend of community interest in the searched technology, 3) a set of related libraries, languages and concepts, 4) an interactive
knowledge graph of technology correlations.

We build a prototype of the TechLand system (including the
backend knowledge base and the frontend browser plugin and
website) and release the system for public use. The Google
Analytics of the website’s 6-months visit data indicates the
general interests in our technology landscape service. We
evaluate the usefulness of the TechLand system in assisting
technology landscape inquiries in two studies. First, we evaluate the usefulness of the TechLand recommendation against the
community answers to 100 technology landscape questions on
Stack Overflow. Second, we evaluate the design and usability
of the TechLand system by a user study of 12 participants. It
is important to note that the knowledge that TechLand uses to
augment technology landscape inquiries is not based on one or
two persons’ opinions. Instead, the knowledge is aggregated
from millions of questions mentioning the relevant technologies, and thus presents an objective, consistent and organized
summary for addressing the information needs in technology
landscape inquiries. Furthermore, the mined knowledge can
be automatically updated periodically to ensure the up-to-date
view of the technology landscape.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
•

•

•

We present an approach to aggregating and visualizing
the crowdsourced knowledge of technologies from Stack
Overflow to assist technology landscape inquiries;
We implement and release the TechLand system prototype
for public use;
We report our field deployment and two empirical studies
to evaluate the design and usefulness of the TechLand
system.

II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO
This section illustrates the kinds of problems a developer
(say John) may encounter when exploring the technology landscape of unfamiliar technologies, such as data visualization,
machine learning, image processing, and how our TechLand
system could help. We use data visualization as an example.
John may have technology landscape questions, such as what
are the most popular data visualization tools for different
program languages, and what basic concepts and techniques
does he need to understand in order to learn a particular tool.
To answer these questions, John needs to find out available
tools for data visualization, the trend of these tools used by
the community, and the correlation between relevant concepts,
techniques and tools.
A reasonable starting query is “data visualization” or “data
visualization tools”, which returns millions of blogs, tutorials,
Q&A posts that are not grouped or organized in any meaningful way. John reads a Wikipedia page about data visualization
from which he learns some relevant concepts and techniques,
such as information graphics, scientific visualization, scatter
plot, scalable vector graphics format. John finds a large
number of articles summarizing “best” data visualization tools,
which often list several to dozens of tools. He reads some
recent articles and summarizes a few good candidates, such as
d3.js for JavaScript, matplotlib for Python, ggplot2 for R, that
are commonly mentioned in different articles. However, it is
still unclear to him what is the trend of these tools used by the
community and how different tools, concepts and techniques
are correlated. To learn more, John needs to search more with
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Fig. 3. Post #1710476 in Stack Overflow

Fig. 2. The comparison of the trend of community interests

the information scents he has just collected, such as “python
scientific visualization”, “d3.js data format”. Certainly it is
possible to issue queries that lead to the desired results quickly.
However, more often than not the search and learning process
is opportunistic in which John has to browse, read, compare
and aggregate information from many web pages.
To assist John in technology landscape inquiries, our TechLand browser plugin2 extracts the technical terms in the
search query (e.g., “python”, “data visualization”, ”tools”),
and retrieves the relevant knowledge graph from the backend
knowledge base. It helps address John’s information needs
from three perspectives (See Fig. 1). First, the plugin shows the
trend of the community interest in the searched technical terms
in a line chart. Second, based on the categorical knowledge of
the entities in the knowledge graph, the plugin presents a set of
libraries, languages and concepts related to the search terms as
direct answers to the search query. These direct answers help
John find available technologies related to “data visualization”
without the need to read many webpages. Third, the plugin
visualizes the knowledge graph in an interactive graph view.
This graph view serves two purposes. First, it visualizes the
correlation of relevant tools, concepts and techniques. Second,
the node size indicates the community interest in the relevant
technology. For example, John can observe that JavaScript and
D3.js are popular language and tool for data visualization. He
can also find concepts and techniques related to D3.js, such
as SVG, JSON, nvd3.js, dimple.js. Again, John obtains these
information scents without the need to read many webpages.
In addition to augmenting technology landscape queries, our
TechLand website3 assists developers in exploring correlated
technologies via the interactive graph view of the underlying
knowledge graph. For example, John can navigate from the
knowledge graph of data visualization to the knowledge graph
of related concepts (e.g., graph visualization) or tools (e.g.,
d3.js). The website also support comparing the trend of
relevant technologies. For example, Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the technology trend of JavaScript’s D3.js, Python’s
matplotlib, R’s ggplot2.
III. M INING K NOWLEDGE G RAPH OF T ECHNOLOGIES
The backend knowledge base of the TechLand system is a
knowledge graph of technologies from Stack Overflow. In particular, we use the techniques proposed in our recent work [6],
2 https://github.com/tomhanlei/kg

[4] to mine relational knowledge, categorical knowledge and
trend knowledge of technologies from Stack Overflow. In this
section, we summarize the key ideas of these techniques.
Interested readers are referred to our papers [6], [4] for the
technical details and the evaluation of these techniques.
A. What are Technologies?
In Stack Overflow, a question must have 1-5 tags. A tag
is a word (e.g., java) or a phrase (e.g., data visualization)
that describes the technical term that the question revolves
around [2] (see Fig. 3 for an example). Stack Overflow tags
refer to a wide range of technical terms, from concepts, programming languages, platforms, libraries/tools/frameworks, to
specific APIs (at class or module level). Inspired by the
recent empirical studies on Stack Overflow [2], [1], [3], we
consider each Stack Overflow tag as a technology. Stack
Overflow enforces strict rules to create new tags4 , and the
community invests huge efforts to curate the tag list (e.g.,
deleting unnecessary ones and merging synonyms). Thus,
Stack Overflow tags serves as a clean vocabulary of technologies for constructing the knowledge graph of technologies.
For each tag, we retrieve its definition from the TagWiki as
the definition of the corresponding technology (e.g., first part
in Fig. 1).
B. Mining Relational Knowledge
Tags of a question are correlated. In the example in Fig. 3,
hibernate is an orm framework for accessing a sql database
from a java program. However, Stack Overflow manages the
question tags simply as a set of terms. Therefore, the correlation of technologies is implicit and need to be discovered.
Given a technology t, to mine the correlation of its relevant
technologies, we first collect all the questions that are tagged
with t. Each question is considered as a transaction and
the question tags as the items in the transaction. The given
technology t itself is removed from the transactions. We use
association rule mining [7] to discover technology correlations
from tag co-occurrences in questions. As we want to mine the
pair-wise correlation of technologies, we find frequent pairs of
tags. Given a frequent pair of tag t1 , t2 , association rule mining
generates an association rule t1 ⇒ t2 if the confidence of the
rule is above the minimal confidence threshold.
In association rule mining, users set minimal support threshold and minimal confidence threshold to distill the most
important association rules. In our application to discover
technology correlations, the number of questions that are
tagged with a given technology t vary greatly from hundreds of
times to hundreds of thousands of times. That is, the number
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3 https://graphofknowledge.appspot.com

4 http://stackoverflow.com/help/privileges/create-tags

of transactions for association rule mining vary greatly from
one technology to another. This makes it impractical to use
a uniform minimal support threshold and minimal confidence
threshold for all the technologies, because a uniform threshold
will include too many associations for some technologies, but
too few associations for others. Therefore, in this work, we sort
the association rules by their confidence values and include
association rules from the top until N unique tags are included.
These N tags are considered as technologies that are related
to the given technology t, and the included association rules
capture the correlation of these N technologies.
C. Mining Categorical Knowledge
A technology can be of different categories. Based on
our observation of technology landscape questions on Stack
Overflow and Quora, we consider three categories in this work,
i.e., programming language, library/tool/framework, or general
concept. To determine the category of a technology, we resort
to the tag definition in the TagWiki. The TagWiki of a tag
is collaboratively edited by the Stack Overflow community.
The TagWiki description usually starts with a short sentence
to define the tag. Typically, the first noun phrase just after
the be verb defines the category of the tag. For example,
the tag java is defined as “Java (not to be confused with
JavaScript) is a general-purpose object-oriented programming
language ...”. The tag hibernate is defined as “Hibernate is an
object-relational mapping (ORM) library for the Java language
...”. The tag orm is defined as “Object-relational mapping
(ORM) is a technique for mapping object-oriented systems
to relational databases”. Based on these TagWiki definitions,
we can categorize java, hibernate and orm as language, library
and concept, respectively.
Based on this heuristic, we use the NLP methods (similar
to the methods used in [8] for named entity recognition)
to extract the noun phrase from the tag definition sentence
as the category of a tag. Given the TagWiki of a tag in
Stack Overflow, we extract the first sentence of the TagWiki
description, and clean up the sentence by removing hyperlinks
and brackets such as “{}”, “()”. Then, we apply Part of Speech
(POS) tagging and phrase chunking to the extracted sentence.
POS tagging is the process of marking up a word in a text as
corresponding to a particular part of speech, such as common
noun, verb, adjective. Phrase chunking [9] is the process of
segmenting a sentence into its subconstituents, such as noun
phrases, verb phrases. We use the Python NLTK library5 for
POS tagging and phrase chunking. Fig. 4 shows the results
for the tag definition sentence of java. Based on the POS
tagging and phrase chunking results, we extract the first noun
phrase (NP) (programming language in this example) after the
be verb (is in this example). That is, the category of java is
programming language. More details can be found in [6], [10].
After processing all the tags, we manually normalize the
obtained category labels, such as normalizing uppercase and
lowercase (e.g., API and api), and merging synonym terms
5 http://www.nltk.org/
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Fig. 4. POS tagging and phrase chunking results of the definition sentence
of the tag java

such as programming language and language as language,
library, tool, framework, extension and API as library. At the
end, we obtain three categories of tags: language, library, and
concept (i.e., all others that are not language or library)
D. Mining Trend Knowledge
Our recent work [5] studies the correlation between what
developers search on Google and what developers ask on
Stack Overflow. We show that tag usage statistics over time
provide a good estimate of the trend of developers’ interest in
certain technology. In this work, we summarize the number
of questions that are tagged with a given technology and that
have been asked per month. This statistic over time generates
a trend of the community interest in the given technology.
IV. THE TECHLAND SYSTEM
Developers’ technology landscape queries usually contain
some technical terms they are interested in. To help address
the information needs in technology landscape queries, the
TechLand system extracts the technical terms that are being
referenced in a query and links them to the backend knowledge
base, and then it displays additional facts about the technical
terms, recommends related technologies based on the relationships encoded in the knowledge base, visualizes technology
correlations and assists exploration of correlated technologies,
and assists comparison of technology trend.
A. Extracting Technical Terms in Search Query
TechLand implements a greedy matching method to identify
the technical terms in a search query. A technical term can
consist of a single word (e.g., python, sockets) or a phrase
(i.e., data visualization, web scraping). A query can consist of
more than one technical term (e.g., python data visualization).
Given a search query, TechLand first reduces plural words
into singular words by stemming. Then, it splits the query
into a list of words by space. Next, it starts with the whole
query and recursively searches phrases of consecutive words
with shorter length in the vocabulary of technologies of the
backend knowledge base (see Section III-A). The recursion
stops when the phrase matches a technology or has a single
word. For example, for the query python data visualization,
TechLand identifies two technical terms, i.e., python and data
visualization. As the search is greedy, once a phrase matches
a technology (e.g., data visualization), TechLand will not

further process subsequences of the phrase (e.g., data and
visualization). Relying on community-curated tag synonyms
list6 , TechLand can recognize synonyms of technical terms,
such as js for javascript, dotnet for .net.
In addition to technical terms in a query, TechLand also
attempts to identify the category labels in the query (e.g.,
programming language or tool) based on the vocabulary of
category labels identified in Section III-C. The identification
method is the same as the identification of technical terms.
TechLand relies on the category synonyms identified in Section III-C to abstract category labels into the two general
categories, i.e., language or library.
B. Displaying Additional Facts about Technical Term
For a technical term in the query, TechLand links it to the
corresponding technology in the knowledge base and display a
short definition of the technology extracted from the TagWiki.
It also provides the link to navigate to the community-curated
TagWiki page which contains more information about the
technical term. Furthermore, TechLand displays a line chart
of the trend of the technology used by the Stack Overflow
community, which is aggregated from the tag usage statistics
over time (see Section III-D)
In the current implementation, when there are two or
more technical terms in the query, TechLand displays only
the definition and the trend line chart of the technical term
whose corresponding tag is least used in Stack Overflow.
The underlying intuition is that the least used term is more
specifically related to the developer’s information needs.
C. Visualizing and Exploring Technology Correlations
For the technical terms in the query, TechLand constructs
a knowledge graph of relevant technologies based on the
relational knowledge encoded in the knowledge base (see
Section III-B). The nodes of the graph represent the relevant
technologies, while the edges represent the correlation between
technologies. TechLand clusters technologies in the knowledge
graph as technology clusters using community detection technique [11]. Technologies within a cluster are highly correlated,
while technologies across clusters are not or loosely correlated.
TechLand visualizes the knowledge graph in an interactive
graph view. Different technology clusters are visualized in
different colors. Two technologies may be correlated, but as
the association between them may not be strong enough,
the correlation may not be included in the knowledge graph.
Users can interact with the knowledge graph as follows: hover
mouse over a technology to highlight its directly correlated
technologies; right-click a technology to view the technology definition; double-click a technology to navigate to the
corresponding webpage for that technology on the TechLand
website. On the TechLand webpage, users can find detailed
information about that technology and further explore the
knowledge graph of that technology via the interactive graph
view. This serves as an alternative to searching for more
information about some correlated technology on the Web.
6 http://stackoverflow.com/tags/synonyms

D. Recommending Related Technologies
Based on the knowledge graph for the technical terms in
the query, TechLand categorizes the entities in the knowledge
graph into three categories, i.e., language, library, and concept.
If the search query contain the category label language or
library, TechLand recommends only related languages or
related libraries for the search query. Otherwise, TechLand
recommends related languages, related libraries, and related
concepts for the search query. Related technologies are ranked
by their association strength with the searched technical terms.
That is, the higher the rank, the stronger the association
between a related technology and the searched technical terms.
Recommendations of related technologies provide direct answers to available technologies and direct information scents
for query reformulation.
E. Comparing Community Interests in Technologies
Inspired by recent empirical studies of Stack Overflow
data [2], [1], [3], including our own work on technology
trend [5], TechLand supports two ways to compare community
interests in relevant technologies.
First, TechLand computes the co-occurrence frequency of
the searched technical terms and a technology in the knowledge graph for these searched technical terms. It normalizes
the co-occurrence frequency over all the technologies in the
knowledge graph as a value in (0, 1], and visualizes the
normalized value by the node size of the technologies in
the graph. For example, comparing the node size of d3.js in
the knowledge graph in Fig. 1 and that of other tools (e.g.,
matplotlib, ggplot2), users can see that d3.js associate with
the term data visualization more frequently in Stack Overflow
questions than other tools. This is why d3.js is ranked at the top
in the recommended libraries for data visualization. Although
by no means conclusive, this indicates that d3.js seems to be
a more popular tool for data visualization than other tools.
Second, TechLand allows users to compare the trend of
several technologies in one chart. For example, Fig. 2 shows
the comparison of the technology trend of JavaScript’s D3.js,
Python’s matplotlib, R’s ggplot2. We can see that D3.js was
not very popular in 2012/2013 compared with the other tools,
but it rises very fast since 2014.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
Our TechLand system includes a backend knowledge base,
a browser plugin and a website.
A. TechLand Knowledge Base
The backend knowledge base is mined from the 6.5-years
Stack Overflow data dump that contains 8,978,719 questions
from July 2008 to March 2015. The resulting TechLand
knowledge base contains 39,948 technologies and 3,016,987
correlations. For each technology, we aggregate monthly tag
usage statistics from July 2008 to March 2015 to generate
its technology trend on Stack Overflow. From TagWiki, we
collect tag definitions for 30,632 technologies, while the rest
9,316 tags either do not have TagWiki or do not have a clear

definition sentence. Among these 30,632 technologies, 537
are categorized as language, 7,783 as library, and the rest
as general concept.
B. TechLand Browser Plugin and Website
The browser plugin7 is written in JavaScript for TamperMonkey for Chrome and GreaseMonkey for Firefox . It is
currently integrated with the Google search, but can be easily
extended to other search engines. The browser plugin analyzes
the search query and augments the search result page with
an informative summary of available technologies, technology
correlations and technology trend. We use the D38 library
to plot the interactive knowledge graph view. The website9
is written in Python and deployed on Google App Engine.
The website presents essentially the same information for a
given technology as that used to augment the search results
page of the technology. In addition, the website supports
the exploration of correlated technologies by navigating the
underlying knowledge graph, and supports the comparison of
technology trends of several technologies10 .

Fig. 5. The average question coverage by the knowledge graph with different
number of technologies

C. Determining Knowledge-Graph Size Empirically
Given a technology, TechLand constructs a knowledge graph
of N relevant technologies and their strongest associations (see
Section III-B). One one hand, technologies in the knowledge
graph should reach a good coverage of the Stack Overflow
questions that are tagged with these technologies. One the
other hand, the knowledge graph should be clear for interactive
use and human inspection. Both question coverage and graph
clarity are affected by the number of technologies (i.e., N)
included in the knowledge graph. We empirically determine an
appropriate N to achieve a good trade off between the question
coverage and the graph clarity.
Let S be the set of all the questions that are tagged with
a given technology t, and let G be the knowledge graph of
size N for the given technology t. For each technology tag in
the knowledge graph G, we find the subset S tag of questions
in S that are tagged with tag. We union the S tag for all
S
the technologies in the knowledge graph, tag∈G S tag . The
question coverage of the knowledge graph G is computed as
S
| tag∈G S tag |/|S |. Finally, we average the question coverage of
the knowledge graph of size N over all the technologies in the
vocabulary. Figure 5 shows the average question coverage by
the knowledge graph with 15 to 45 technologies. The coverage
increases as the number of technologies in the knowledge
graph increases. For the knowledge graph with 25 technologies
or more, the average question coverage is above 75%, which
we regard as a reasonable coverage for the knowledge graph
to be representative of the crowdsourced knowledge.
Next, we randomly select 50 technologies and construct the
knowledge graphs with 25-45 technologies for these selected
technologies. We recruit 3 PhD students in our school to
7 https://github.com/ccywch/knowledgeGraph

plugin

8 http://d3js.org/
9 https://graphofknowledge.appspot.com
10 http://graphofknowledge.appspot.com/tagcompare

Fig. 6. An example of technology landscape question and its answer

evaluate the clarity of the knowledge graphs when they are visualized in the search results page and the TechLand webpage.
Based on the user feedback, we empirically set N = 25 for the
knowledge graph shown in the search results page and N = 30
for the knowledge graph shown in the TechLand webpage.
We let the knowledge graph in the TechLand webpage contain
more technologies, because the TechLand webpage has larger
space for visualizing the knowledge graph, compared with the
search results page.
VI. E VALUATION OF T ECH L AND R ECOMMENDATION
In this section, we evaluate the usefulness of the TechLand’s
recommendations of related technologies for technology landscape inquiries by using them to answer real technology
landscape questions from Stack Overflow.
A. Experiment design
We observe two types of technology landscape questions
on Stack Overflow. First, some novice developers may ask
concept-related questions, i.e., some core concepts that they
need to know in order to learn certain technology (see Fig. 6
for an example). Second, developers often ask for library
recommendations for certain tasks, such as “What is a good
RDF library for .net?” and “What Java XML library do you
recommend (to replace dom4j)?”.
Based on our observations, we define several heuristics rules
(e.g., question title contains “what ... concepts” or “what ...
libraries”) to collect a set of candidate technology landscape
questions. We then manually filter inappropriate questions,
and finally randomly select 50 concept-related and 50 libraryrelated technology landscape questions with more than one

answers11 . For the technology landscape questions, answers
often list related concepts or libraries (see Fig 6). Or answers
often provide a hyperlink to the related concepts or libraries
so that readers can access the relevant resources for more
details. Based on such heuristics, we read the answers of the
selected questions to compile a set of related concepts and
libraries as the ground truth for the questions. As tags usually
consist of 4 or less words, we consider only phrases with
4 or less words as the ground truth in this study. Although
concept-related questions ask for concepts, question answers
sometimes include libraries which are also very relevant to
the question. Similarly, for library-related questions, question
answers sometimes include relevant concepts. As it is often
difficult to separate concepts from libraries, we do not distinguish the two categories of information in the ground truth.
For each selected question, we extract technical terms in
question title in the same way as TechLand extracts technical terms from search query. For example, for the question
“what are the core concepts in functional programming?”,
we extract functional programming. For the question “what
is a good RDF library for .net?”, we extract .net and RDF.
We then construct the knowledge graphs with 30 technologies
for the extracted technical terms, and use the technologies
in the knowledge graphs as potential answers to the given
technology landscape question. We examine how many related
concepts and libraries in the ground truth are covered by
the technologies in the knowledge graph. In our analysis, we
consider technology synonyms as a match, such as oop and
object oriented programming, javascript and java-script. We
average the coverage over the 50 concept-related questions and
the 50 library-related questions.
B. Results
For concept-related questions, on average, 48.3% of related
concepts and libraries in the ground truth are covered by the
knowledge graphs. For library-related questions, the average
coverage is much higher and 63.5% of related concepts and
libraries in the ground truth are covered by the knowledge
graphs. The coverage for concept-related questions is lower
because many concepts mentioned in the answers are not used
as tags. Thus, they will not appear in the knowledge graph
mined from tags. In contrast, libraries are commonly used as
tags, and thus are more likely covered by the knowledge graph.
We further investigate why our knowledge graph fails to
cover some related concepts and libraries mentioned in the
answers. First, some concepts refer to good programming
practices (e.g., “program mindfully”) which is never used as
tags. Second, some answers are very old and related concepts
or libraries in the answers are no longer widely used or
change to new names, such as symbian and nokia qt. Third,
some answers contain specific version of some libraries or
concepts such as python 3.4, nltk 3.0, while the knowledge
graph contains the general ones (e.g., python-3.x, nltk). Forth,
11 The question list can be found at https://graphofknowledge.appspot.com/
question

Fig. 7. Visit statistics of the TechLand website by Google Analytics

tags of some concepts or libraries are not used frequent enough
to be included in knowledge graph, such as wt and libwww.
VII. U SER E VALUATION
We evaluate the TechLand system in two complementary
ways. First, we want to deploy it to real users to understand
if they would actually use it and, if so, how they would
use it. We post announcements on programming forums (e.g.,
StackApp), and collect the usage statistics of the TechLand
website by Google Analytics. Second, we want to directly
compare how searching for technology landscape information
with and without the help of the TechLand system differs.
To do this, we conduct a lab study for which we recruit 12
participants. Each of them performs 6 technology landscape
inquiry tasks inspired from our observation of Stack Overflow
technology landscape questions and from usage patterns of
our website in field deployment. In the below, we present the
details of each of the evaluations and discuss our findings.
A. Field Deployment
We release our website to the public and post this news
on several programming-related forums (e.g., http://stackapps.
com/questions/6569). As shown in Figure 7, according to the
Google Analytics of the website traffic data12 , 1,197 users
from 79 countries visited our site from Sept 4, 2015 to March
29, 2016. These users on average browse 3.96 technology
pages in each session for 6 minutes and they browse 7,681
technology pages in total (including the homepage). These usage statistics provide some initial evidence of the developers’
interests in technology landscape services.
To investigate the user navigation pattern on our website,
we analyze the web logs in detail. Approximately 700 users
just came to have a look at our homepage or visited just one
or two technology pages, and subsequently did nothing. We
discard these users from our analysis, obtaining 290 users who
at least visited three technology pages in one session. Among
these 290 users, about 50 users returned days or weeks later
to use our website again.
12 As most search engine robots do not activate Javascript, robot traffic is
not counted in Google Analytics [12]

We observe some interesting technology exploration history
in the web logs of these 290 users. For example, the user
162 first visited the nlp page and double-clicked the machine
learning node in the nlp’s knowledge graph. This leads the
user to the machine-learning page. As machine learning is frequently tagged together with nlp in Stack Overflow questions,
the machine learning node is one of the biggest nodes in the
nlp’s knowledge graph. Then, the user further double-clicked
the neural network node in the machine learning’s knowledge
graph to navigate to the neural networdk page. From the
neural networdk page, the user finally navigated to the theano
page. Theano is an efficient numerical computation library for
Python. Such technology exploration history indicates that a
graphical view of correlated technologies could provide guided
navigation for the users to explore the technology landscape
and find the desired information.
When designing the TechLand website, we expect that
users would first search and view some technology pages and
then compare the relevant technologies they are interested in.
Indeed, 72 of 290 users (24.8%) used our website in this
manner. For example, the user 164 first visited the chef, ansible
and puppet pages (several configuration management tools)
and compared the technology trend of these tools13 .
On the whole, the field deployment did not lead to as
much usage as we had hope. However, the usage statistics
of our TechLand website, albeit very limited, are promising,
given that we post only brief announcements, perform no
training, and many users likely just visit the website to satisfy
their curiosity. This initial results demonstrate both the needs
and the interests in technology landscape services that our
TechLand system supports. We are now investigating search
engine optimization to promote the rank of our technology
pages in the search results for certain technology landscape
queries (e.g., data visualization tools). If ranked high in
the search results, our technology pages could complement
existing online documents with an objective and informative
summary of technology landscape.
B. Lab Study
In the lab study, we compare Google search with the TechLand system support (i.e., experimental system) against using
Google search only (i.e., baseline system). The participants are
provided with technology landscape inquiry tasks describing
the information needs and are asked to use the experimental
or baseline system to acquire information.
1) Tasks: We construct 6 independent tasks based on our
observation of Stack Overflow questions and usage patterns
of our TechLand website in field deployment. 6 tasks cover
three categories of technology landscape questions: practicerelated (Task1 and Task2), concept-related (Task3 and Task4),
and library-related (Task5 and Task6). Each task has three
questions. The tasks and their questions are shown in Table I.
The first two questions of all the tasks are general, which
ask the participants to find related concepts, languages, and
13 http://graphofknowledge.appspot.com/tagcompare/chef&ansible&puppet

Task 1: bdd (behavior driven development)

(1) List 5 related concepts; (2) Find 5 PLs and corresponding
frameworks/libraries to support BDD practice; (3) From the
languages and tools in question (2), please determine BDD is
widely adopted for applications developed in which programming languages?
Task 2: data visualization

(1) List 5 related concepts; (2) Determine 4 PLs and corresponding tools/libraries for data visualization; (3) Assume
that you know all these languages, which language and tool
in Question (2) will you use based on the technology trend?
Task 3: encryption

(1) List 5 related concepts; (2) Find 5 PLs and corresponding
frameworks/libraries to implement encryption methods; (3)
Assume that you know both java and c#, is there any tool
that can be used for both languages?
Task 4: statistics

(1) List 5 related concepts; (2) Select 2-3 PLs and corresponding tools/libraries that support statistical analysis; (3)Assume
that you know all these languages, which language and tool
in Question (2) will you use based on the technology trend?
Please explain your reasons such as documentation, community adoption.
Task 5: beautifulsoup

(1) List 5 related concepts; (2) List 2-3 tasks that beautifulsoup
can support; (3) For tasks that you find in question (2), are
there any alternative tools to beautifulsoup? (not limited to the
same programming language)
Task 6: numpy

(1) List 5 related concepts; (2) List 3 libraries that are highly
related with numPy; (3) What tasks can these libraries in
question (2) implement? (please list them one by one)
TABLE I
TASK D ESCRIPTIONS (PL DENOTES PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE )

libraries for a given practice, concept, or library. The third
question of the tasks are specific to the given practice, concept,
or library, which requires deeper understanding of available
technologies, technology correlations, and technology trends.
2) Participants: We recruit 12 participants by promoting
the experiments via emails and word-of-mouth. The recruited
participants are all PhD students in our school majoring in
computer science and computer engineering. The participants
have diverse research background and they use different software tools and programming languages in their work. All
the participants use Google regularly. However, none of the
participants claim to be familiar with the technologies in
the experimental tasks. The reason for selecting this set of
participants is that in this study we would like to focus on
the ability of the TechLand system to support users who are
unfamiliar with a technology. The participants receive $10
shopping coupon as a compensation of their time.
3) Experiment Procedures: The experiment begins with an
introduction to the study. Then, we explain and walk through
all of the features of the TechLand system that are discussed in
Section IV. Next, participants perform a training task with the
TechLand system to familiarize the features. After the training
session, each participant is asked to work on the six tasks. All
of the six tasks are completed with no interventions by the
experimenters. For each category of the tasks, participants use
the experimental system for one task and the baseline system
for the other. The order of task category, the order of tasks
for each category, and the order of using the experimental or

Measures
Average confidence
Average completeness
Average validity

Google
3.56 (0.93)
0.922 (0.113)
0.860 (0.139)

Google + TechLand
4.0 (0.75)*
0.988 (0.056)**
0.958 (0.074)**

TABLE II
T HE MEAN ( STANDARD DEVIATION ) OF THE THREE MEASURES , *
DENOTES ρ < 0.1 AND ** DENOTES ρ < 0.05

baseline system are rotated based on the Latin Square [13],
which help reduce the learning and fatigue effects.
Participants are given the description of the tasks and up
to 10 minutes to complete each task. After completing the
task, participants are asked to rate their confidence in the
information they collect (on 5-point likert scale with 1 being
least confident and 5 being most confident). If participants
use the experimental system for a task, they are also asked
to rate the helpfulness of the TechLand system for the task
(5-point likert scale with 1 being least helpful and 5 being
most helpful). At the end, participants fill in the System
Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [14]. The questionnaire
also asks participants to select the TechLand system features
that they deem most useful or least useful for the tasks. In
addition, we conduct a semi-structured interview focusing on
their perceptions and their use of features during the study.
Participants record the screen while they work on the tasks.
We analyze the task videos to compare the search behaviors
with and without the TechLand system.
4) Overall Performance: We use participants’ confidence
in the task results, the completeness of the results, and the
validity of the results as metrics to evaluate the participants’
performance. We use the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test to check
the significance of the differences in participants’ confidence,
result completeness and result validity between the experimental system and the baseline system.
For the first and second question of each task, we compute
the result completeness score as the number of entries that
participants collect for the question divided by the number of
entries requested by the question. For example, if the question
asks for 5 related concepts and the participant finds 3 concepts,
the result completeness for this question is 0.6. For the third
question of each task, if the participant answers the question,
we set the result completeness score as 1, otherwise 0. We then
obtain the results completeness score for the task by averaging
the result-completeness scores of the three questions. We find
a domain expert in our school for each task to examine the
validity of the results submitted by the participants. The rating
procedure is similar to result completeness, but the expert
needs to examine whether the collected information is correct
and assign a score in [0 − 1] by 0.2 increment. That is, the
rating of result validity is 5-point scale.
Table II shows the average user confidence in their results, and the average result completeness, and the average result validity between using the experimental system (Google+TechLand) and using the baseline system
(Google). For participants’ confidence in the results, participants are more confidence in their results when using
Google+TechLand, compared with using Google only. From

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Average score of SUS results

the post-study interviews, participants indicate that this is
mainly because they feel that the TechLand information is
backed by the crowdsourced knowledge from Stack Overflow.
However, the difference between the participants’ confidence
is not significant. For result completeness and result validity,
there are significant difference in the two measures between
using Gogole+TechLand and using Google. On average, the
result completeness and result validity for the tasks using
Google+TechLend increase 7.2% and 11.4% respectively,
compared with those tasks using Google only.
5) System Usability: Figure. 8 summarizes the users’ ratings of the 10 system design and usability questions in the
System Usability Scale questionnaire. Figure 8(a) shows that
users agree or strongly agree that our system is easy to use
and the features of the Techland system are well integrated.
Figure. 8(b) further confirms the simplicity and consistency
of our Techland system. Furthermore, the average helpfulness
of the TechLand system for the tasks is 4.09, which indicates
that participants appreciate the help of the TechLand system
in the tasks.
6) Search Behavior: As TechLand provides direct information for the tasks, especially the first two questions, we
expect that participants would issues less queries and visit
less webpages with the help of TechLand. However, we do
not observe this difference by analyzing screen-recorded task
videos. In fact, participants sometimes issues more queries or
visit more webpages when they have the TechLand recommendations for the tasks. Interviews with participants suggest two
reasons. First, participants are new to the TechLand system
and do not fully trust the quality of its recommendations.
Therefore, they search and read relevant information about
the recommended information to verify the recommendations.
This also shows that participants are rigorous in completing
the tasks. Second, with the TechLand information, participants
do not need to spend much time in searching and collecting

the initial information scents in the beginning of the tasks.
Instead, they can directly search technologies recommended
by the TechLand, which could also lead to more searches and
more webpage visits.
7) User Feedback: In the post-study interviews, participants suggest that augmenting search results page with the
TechLand information is more effective in assisting technology landscape queries than accessing the information from
the TechLand website. Although the browser plugin and the
website present essentially the same information, augmenting
search results page provides better integration of the TechLand
information in the search process.
In terms of useful features, participants rate recommendations of related technologies most useful. They suggest that
the top recommendations are usually very relevant to their
information needs, and thus provide useful information scents
for them to decide what to search or which webpage to read.
Participants suggest that the technology trend of a technology bears little meaning, unless it is compared with the trend
of similar technologies, which is needed to determine trendy
technologies. However, participants feel inconvenient to switch
to the TechLand website to compare similar technologies. They
suggest that the system could automatically generate trend
comparison chart for the recommended technologies.
Participants suggest that the graph view of the knowledge
graph is moderately useful for understanding technology correlations. A major limitation of the current knowledge graph is
that it captures only general correlation between technologies.
The knowledge graph could become more useful if it can
explain technology relationships with more specific semantics,
for example, the library nvd3.js extend the library d3.js, or the
library nltk is analogical to the library opennlp.
8) Limitations: This lab study has several limitations. The
participants are PhD students. First-use studies make it difficult
to understand how a user might use the system longitudinally.
Use feedbacks may be biased by the experimental tasks.
The experimental results may not be generalizable to other
populations or longitudinal use in the field. We release the
TechLand system to the public to collect real-world usage data
to answer these questions.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Stack Overflow has been the focus of many studies14 ,
including discover topics and trends of developers’ discussions [1], [3], predict answer quality [15] or user participation [16], identify experts [17], analyze social interactions
inside the cooperative community of Stack Overflow [18],
[19], and study technology trends [1], [15]. These studies show
that Stack Overflow is a high-quality knowledge repository
of developers’ thoughts, needs and practices. Nasehi et al.
shows that the main technologies that the question revolves
around can usually be identified from question tags [2]. These
empirical studies inspire our TechLand system which exploits
14 A community-curated list of publications using Stack Overflow data can
be found at http://meta.stackexchange.com/q/134495.

the crowdsourced knowledge from Stack Overflow to address
the information needs in technology landscape inquiries.
Many studies have shown that structured knowledge can
emerge from social tagging systems [20], [21], [22]. Hierarchical clustering techniques have been applied to induce
taxonomies from collaborative tagging systems [23], [24],
[25], and from software project hosting site Freecode [26].
Schmitz analyzes association rule mining results to infer a
subsumption based model from Flickr tags [27]. In this work,
we also use association rule mining to discover relational
knowledge between technologies from tag co-occurrence patterns. In addition, we incorporate relational knowledge as well
as categorical and trend knowledge from Stack Overflow into
a knowledge graph, which can be exploited to provide not
only additional facts about the technology in a query, but also
extended suggestions for users.
One main driver for enhancing search experience has been
the ability to incorporate structured data in search results
page [28], [29] for named entity queries [30], [31]. In the realm
of web search, the information is organized into a knowledge
graph of real-world objects or concepts commonly referred to
as entities. Mining knowledge graphs from structured (e.g.,
Freebase, Linking Open Data, DBpedia) and unstructured
(e.g., wikipedia, social media) data is a vibrant area in database
and data mining research [32], [33], [34]. Knowledge-graph
based applications, such as query understanding and reformulation [35], entity profiling [36], exploratory search [37],
serendipitous search [38] have also been actively researched.
Our knowledge graph is a domain-specific knowledge graph
for software engineering technologies mined from unstructured
Stack Overflow data. Based on this knowledge graph, we build
the TechLand system to augment search results page and assist
technology landscape inquiries.
IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present the TechLand system that aggregates and visualizes the relational, categorical and trend
knowledge from Stack Overflow. TechLand helps address
the information needs in technology landscape inquiries by
providing an objective and informative summary of available
technologies, technology correlations and technology trend.
Our evaluation shows that 1) TechLand can assist in answering
technology landscape questions on Stack Overflow; 2) TechLand can guide developers’ exploration of large information
space of correlated technologies; 3) TechLand can help address
the cold start problem in technology landscape inquiries for
which developers who are unfamiliar with a technology do
not know what to search for. The user study shows that the
TechLand information can increase participant’s confidence in
the information collected for technology landscape questions,
and improve the completeness and validity of the information
collected. Our work demonstrates a direction for enhancing
developers’ lives on the Web by incorporating structured data
in search results. We envision more research on mining knowledge graph from software engineering social data and more
entity-centric search applications for software engineering.
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